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Abstract

In many applications of signal processing, we have to deal with densities which are highly non-Gaussian or which 

may have Gaussian shape in the middle but have potent deviations m the tails. To fight against these deviations, we 

consider a finite mixture distribution for the speech excitation. We utilize the EM algorithm for the estimation of 

speech parameters and their enhancement. Robust Kalman filtering is used in the enhancement process, and a detec- 

tion/estimation technique is used for parameter estimation. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm 

performs better in adverse SNR input conditions.

요 약

신호처리의 많은 분야에서, 심하게 비가우시안 성질을 가지는 분포, 혹은 분포의 중간은 가우시안 특성을 가지지만 양 끝 

에서는 편차가 크게 나는 분포를 다루어야 하는 경우가 종종 있다. 이러한 편차에 효과적으로 대처하기 위하여 본 논문에서 

는 음성 신호의 여기 신호로서 혼합 분포(mixture distribution)을 고려한다. 이것은 음성 분석시 피치 주파수가 미치는 영 

향을 감소시키며, 배경 잡음을 제거하는 데에도 효과적이다, 음성 신호 파라미터의 추정 및 향상을 위하여 EM 알고리즘을 

사용하며, 향상 과정에서는 강인 칼만 필터링 기법을, 파라미터 추정 과정에서는 검출/추정 기법을 사용한다. 실험 결과 본 

논문에서 제안하는 알고리즘이 입력 신호대잡음비가 열악한 경우에 기존의 것보다 우수한 성능을 보인다

I. Introduction

Background noise seriously degrades the per

formance of speech signal processing systems. 

This is primarily because most systems are based 

upon the data obtained in a noise-free environment. 

In general there two ways to improve the per

formance of speech recognition/coding system 

subjected to noise. One is preprocessing that 

removes at the front end the noise in the speech 
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signal. This enjoys the advantage that there need 

be no modification to the existing system structure. 

This technique aims to remove the noise in the 

speech signal, to make the preprocessed signal as 

close as possible to the original signal, idthei 

than improve the 이uality of the speech signal 

[1, 2]. The other method is speech quality enhance

ment for listeners. This processes the speech signal 

with an emphasis to enhance the acoustical quality 

of the signal, rather than the signal its인f. This 

method can be used under various noise conditions. 

Proposed by Lim el al. in 1978, it is a speech 

enhancement method based on glottal model par

ameter estimation assumming an all-pole model in 

white Gaussian noise environment [3]. And a con

strained iterative speech enhancement method was 

proposed which enhances speech using the maximum 

a posteriori technique in order to estimate the 

speech parameters from the signal corrupted by 

noise l4J. Ephraim proposed a hidden Markov 

model with mixed Gaussian outputs based on 

statistical modeling[5, 6].

Conventional methods assume the following : 

The speech source assumes that pitch-periodic 

impulse tram is used for voiced speech, and a 

white Gaussian noise for unvoiced speech. The 

least square method that is used in the analysis 

step employs the assumption that the input signal 

'is Gaussian. Hence the pitch period affects the 

parameters during voiced signal analysis. The 

second assumption is that the characteristics of 

the degrading noise is known a prion. Since this 

assumption is not very realistic, conventional 

methods inevitably suffer. In order to develop an 

estimation method, not affected by the sound 

source, for obtaining parameters from speech 

signal ontaining unknown noise, a rob나st speech 

enhancement algorithm using the EM(estimate- 

maximize) algorithm is proposed.

The proposed algorithm may be divided into 

the M-step and the E-step. The M-step is again 

divided into the estimation procedure that computes 

the glottal model parameters and their variances, 

and a detection procedure for voiced signals 

which obtains the positions of the pulse train cor 

responding tq rhe speech source. The E step 
employs a robust Kalnian filter that enhances 

pdiaineieis from corrupted speech signal. These 

two steps are iterated in turn to produce the 

speech paraineter estimates.

II. Proposed Model

In general, the speech signal s(t) can be modeled 

as the outp니t from an all-pole filter with input u(t) :

s(£)=必 s(f —1)+知)"=1, 2..... AT, (1)

where [叫 …ap]7, s(/ —1) = [s(Z —1)…sit 

一P is the filter order, and N is the frame 

length. The input signal(i.e. excitation) is 

assumed to be non-Ga니ssi거n with a mixture distri

bution for voiced speech. A large part of the 

excitations comes from a normal distribution with 

a very small variance, while a small share of the 

excitations come from one with a much larger 

variance. This distribution is an example of heavy

tailed non-Gaussian distribution [6, 7]. The prob

ability density function of this distribution may 

be expressed as

P„= <T'f)+XN(0,(T5). (2)

where(?| » and 入•(0 M 人 M 1) is the probability 

for N(0,成).The input signal is then modeled as

"(£) = (l-g(t) +q(t)?e(t), (3)

where q(t} is an i.i.d. (independent, identically 

distributed) random variable sequence, and u^t} 

and u2(t) are mutually independent. and 标t) 

have zero-mean, and respectively have variances 

di and(瞻.The random variable q(t) assumes the 

following probability distribution
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一[人，q(t) — 1,
Pnw)L 1 (4)

I 1 f q(t) =0. 山

The covariance of u(t') is obtained from eq. (3) as 

follows.

〃[必(£)]一= (1一g(£))oT + q(£)oW. (5)

Then the conditional probability density function 

of the speech signal sit) is

p(s(t) I a, 7(/),辦，(t|)=
]

、/2旎⑴
exp

M/J - a7s(/-l)r 

2Q(t)
(6)

The observed speech signal z(t) can be expressed 

as follows, 

z(t) =S(、t) +v(Z), (7)

where v(t) is assumed as a white Gaussian noise 

with mean zero and variance

In some speech signal uncorrupted by noise is 

given, the conditional probability density function 

of the speech z(t) is expressed using the characte

ristics of the measurement noise.

p(z(t) \s(t),站)===丄号 .exp

V

—刁6°「(s(f)-aT s(£ — i))2 « = 1,…,N. (8)

In order to estimate the clean speech signal 

sit), it is necessary to know the speech signal 

model parameters and the observation noise vari

ance. We set these as an unknown variable vec

tor ® = {a, q,鲜，(元，a;,人}. Here q = [g(l) g(2) 

…q(N)].

When the observation signal z = [z(l) z(2) …z 

(TV)] is known, enhancement of the speech sig

nal is equivalent to the estimation of the un

known parameter 0. The maximum likelihood 

(ML) estimator for the estimation of 0 is then 

expressed as follows :

^arg max L(@) =arg max log (9)
© 0

where Z_(0) is a log likelihood function of 0, and 

/>(2|0) is the a priori probability density function 

of z given 0.力⑵ <9) is expanded as

/)(«!©)= n I©). (io)
t = 1

Combining eqs.(l) and (7),

= 2丁 s(f-1) +w(Z) + 卩3). (11)

Since u(t) and v(t) are assumed to be mutually 

independent, and p{z\&) has zero mean, the 

covariance is expressed in Gaussian form as

Substituting the above result to eq. (10), the ML 

estimation problem is expressed as

= max

' I -v z2(t) I -v
—~7 E777.^ 一7 E log 27tC(t) (13)

4 z = i C {1; Z r = i

In general, eq. (13) is nonlinear and does not have 

simple ML solutions. In order to solve this problem 

we propose a method that uses the EM algorithm.

DI. Parameter Estimation Using the EM 
Algorithm

The EM algorithm is a general purpose iterative 

method that regards the observed data as inco

mplete and tries to solve maximum likelihood 

estimation problems. The EM algori나im in its 

general form may be found in [8]. This algorithm 
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has guaraneteed convergence m many cases and 

can be adapted to suit various p니「poses.

Eor speech enhancement using the EM algorithm, 

the observed data z becomes the incomplete data, 

and [z s]7 becomes the complete data. Whm the 

k-th iteration gives the parameter train { 0" ■ ■ ■ &k}, 

the parameter estimation procedure at the next 

step can be carried out by repeating the E (esti

mation)-step and the M (maximization) -step in 

turn.

E-step : L(& : 0k) =£[log /)(s, 끼®) |z, 6〕,

(14a)

M-step : 0k+[ = arg maxF : 0fc) "I. (14b)
© L J

Beginning with the E-step we derive the detailed 

EM algorithm for speech enhancement.

—E-step

The joint probability /)(s, z I®) is written as

pis, z I 0) = I s, 0) ^(s|0)

.V

= Il/>(z3) |0)力(s3)|@). (15)
t= 1

Substituting eqs. (6) and (8) into eq. (15),

P0 z I = (2兀。沪"n 
t= i

〔2시(1—q(f))0《 + @(£)元}] 3，

.v
=n |s(£), 0) p(s(f) 10). (16)

t = i

The likelihood function can be written using eqs. 

(14a) and (16) with known 6 :

/.(0 : = - A' log 2n~ E log [(1 — W)y+q3)任]

2 二1 (1 —q(£) +

)Ek[s2(/))]-2aT £k[s(Z-l)s(n]

+ 浪 砂[如一 i)sT("l)]泌一；log a'l

—必 二— 2加俱「浏)]+"[s(t)]}, 

j (17)

where Ek[ •]=£*[•  |z, 0k], This E step includes 

a p x p matrix vectors Ek

LS(/— 1 )s(/) ], Ek[s{t) j and Ek[s2(t) ]. These con

ditional expectations can be computed using a 

modified Kalman filter that utilizes the parameter 

0fc obtained at the k-th interation [8]. For Kalman 

filter realization, we rewrite eqs. (1) and (7) in 

state space form [9] as

辱 3)=岷(£一1) +G“(£), (18)

zW=W s^(/)+p(n. (19)

wdiere sp is a (刀+1) x 1-dim. state vector is(t-p) 

…s(Z) ],is a (力+1) x (力 + l)-dim. matrix <D =

° 1 , = [0 •■- 0 1], and G a (力+ 1)

_ 0 …ap _

x 1-dim. vector. With the parameter vectors 0fc 

and {qk(t) =3, / = 0, U given, the estimation equa

tions for the state vector are, by robust Kalman 

filtering [11, 12],

財)=(DSp(Sl) + {(l —/)財)

+ 汰]H，血p( —1)), (20)

K,3) =Pi(£| —l)H{R + H『R(m —DHL, (21)

R(小一1)=<DR0 —l)(V + GQiG「， (22)

PO)=R(m—l)—{(lT)Ko(t)TKi(£)}mPi(m — l),

(23)

where Ki。)is Kalman gain vector, and P(Z|Z —1) 

is the covariance matrix of the a priori error. R 

■ ■ I is the covariance matrix of the observed 

noise and Q = {(1—/)昕 + 形} I is the covariance 

matrix of the speech source.

The conditional expectations that appear in eq. 

(17), Ek\_s(t) ] and 2ffc[s(/ —l)s7(Z~l)], can be 

obtained as follows according to eqs. (20)-(23).

Efc[s(n]=Hr sp(n, (24)
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AMsiZ-Ds^/-!) HP.t/lz-D

H：H7 R(시f T)H + R‘； !

-H; Pf(7lZ-l)(7)s^(n. (25)

一 M-step

To obtain a new parameter value 0fc+1, eq. (17) 

must be maximized with respect to its parameters. 

As can be seen in eq.(17), we can divide the par 

ameter vector into q and G)i = (a, q, of, (丁". 

The maximization of eq.(14) must be carried out 

with respect to 0, which is in general too com

plex. This paper proposes an effective algorithm 

that repeats detection of q and estimation of 

to maximize eq.(14b).

First if 硏 is given, the problem of detecting q 

is equal to maximizing eq. (14b) with respect to q. 

Second, regarding(7k+1 as obtained from the fc-th 

detection step, follows the estimation of 0)by 

maximizing eq. (14b) with respect to Then the 

M-step in eq. (14b) is divided into two steps as 

shown below :

detection step :梦+i =max L(q : O：), (26a)
q

estimation step : 0^ =max : qk+\ G)§).
0,

(26b)

These two steps are explained in detail below

—detection step

When q is unknown and G)】is known,匕(q ：硏) 

is a target function for detecting q. Fixing in 

eq. (17) to known value and removing those terms 

that appear constant with respect to q,

L(q：(云)=一£ k)g{(l—q(£))犬''+ 
t = i

1 二 E*[(s2(/) —a*'s 。一 1))2] ,『、
-----  > …------------------------------------------. V

Substituting eq.(27) into eq.(26a), the function 

for the detection of q becomes

max F — L
q L t ■- 1

_丄(____ _____ 丄—________

2 f 느} (1 —gW) 冷卩 + 久七)。"

-{E*[sg)]_2a" 甘[s(—l)s(£)]

+ a"7K[s(£ —l)s 丁 3 —1)]砂}] (28)

Using 人"obtained at the k-th iteration, we can 

obtain an optimal q, among 2V possible values of 

q, that maximizes eq. (28). But employing this 

method to all 2V candidates in all iterations is not 

practical, which necessitates a technique that finds 

a locally optimum value of q. This may fall a little 

short in accuracy, but requires far less computation 

than looking for globally optimum value of q.

We set uk(t) as Ek[s(t) -a7*s(/~l)].  Detection 

offrom this signal is regarded as a classic 

detection problem. The parameter qk+} can easily 

be obtained by a threshold detector using a likeli

hood ratio test. Given uk(t), the likelihood function 

for the detection of q(t) becomes

L(q(t) I uk(tY) =p(u[t)). (29)

From eq. (6),

p{uk(t) \q(t))= 厂一一 1 , 一-
•、/2冗{ (1 — q(f) )c*  + 4。)旳\

'exP[一 2{(l-g(t))<* + g(t))磅} 1 (30)

Letting A(^) denote the likelihood ratio for dete

cting qk+i given uk{t).

()_ Llqtt、) = 1 :应*3))

L(q(t) =0 :恨** 、t)

厂⑵二0
= t火以 t)qlt) = = 1) < (

p(uk(t)qW =0) 〉 '

The ML threshold detector for is expressed 

as
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/ (t)' < /, (y'~\ , 入* \
(in 泰-21n ；——

1 A

> 1 \ ■ I '?•> 1I X , » -■ ' ■.、-，j /

-estimation step

At this step, we ass나me that the parameter 0] 

is unknown and the parameter q is known. Let 

the function for paramenter estimation be 7,(0]: 

©f, 砂 * '). When we fix q in eq.(26b) to 나le known 

value of qk 1 we can get the following eq니ation

研, 치) = - £ logHl-qf 0)垢 + 时+'(/)节 
t i

1 】 7?k[(s(t)—a，S0 —1)勺 X , ,

2 Li (1—时+〔3))药+ 2 '"

1 •'
-----E "制水(t)]—2N(f)E"s(t)] + /i、k[萨(£)" 

2(厂 t -1
(33)

We remove the terms that are constant with 

respect to 时+' since they do not contribute to the 

maximization process. Substituting eq. (33) into eq. 

(26b) and estimating the parameters,

#4 1..... / v 끄[s。- l)s： (上」\
< 时3) )

] W]s(Ll)s(£)] ，〜、
‘Q Wk(t) ' 34

, v 1
(E)ii = £  ----fc-+Y，— {(l-(?fc + 1(/))£k[ s2(/)]

z-i 1一尸十览)

+ 丄 (35)

1
(W J *八 =t

- 广。)

.v
+ a" E Qi%)砂[s(f—l)s(£)[, (36)

I - i 

where I「W) = (l-qk + i(t))苏 +时七(£)苏.Sub

stituting eq. (33) into eq. (26b), the covariance 

of the observed noise is

W - max

)-'log <t2 - -•1- 32 ' 2i，/ * ~ /:'k: s( 11 )- \ 137)
i ， " i
l ” i

Therafr're 仃.‘ Hoomec

1 v
(W)i「一用汨)护. (38)

、t - i

Also, when + } is known, the probability for t q(t}

=1*  is

시i + (39)
、/ I

A speech signal model has been proposed that 

can be used regardless of the voiced/unvoiced 

classification. In this regard this model differs 

from other conventional speech enhancement 

schemes. The EM algorithm is employed for ML 

parameter optimization, and a robust Kalman filter 

is used for speech enhancement.

N. Experimental Results

In order to show the performance of the proposed 

speech enhancement algori나im, real and synthesized 

speech signals with additive white Gaussian 

observation noise were used. The noise was added 

such that 5 different input SNRs were available : 

0, 5, 10, 20 and 60dB. The speech signal was 

collected from a male speaker with 10 kHz sampling 

rate.

For synthetic speech signals, parameter values 

in 0 and the SNR of the speech after processing 

are compared with those using conventional 

Gaussian assumption. The performance tests are 

conducted for variance ratios of the two mixed 

excitation source and occurrence probability b. 

The variance ratios are 5 and 10, and the values 

of b are 0.01, 0.02, 0.05 and 0.1. The ratio of the 

occurrence probability is equal to the pitch period. 

For real speech segment /a/ obtained in a noise-free 

environment, the performance comparison is made 

by means of post -enhancement SNR. The results
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Table 1. Comparisons ot SNRs of syntlietic speech(C : conventional. P: 

proposed), (a) tor variance ratio of 5.

input SNR ()dB 5dB lOdB 20dB noise-free

b C P C P C P C P , C P

().01 6.0 8.7 9.1 11.2 11.0 15.4 16.5 22 20.0 24

0.02 6.0 8.7 9.1 11.2 11.1) 15.4 16.5 22 20.0 24

0.05 5.8 8.7 8.4 11.2 1().2 15.4 16.0 22 ! 19.2 24

0.1 5.6 8.7 8.0 11.2 10.0 15.4 15.5 22 19.6 24

(b) for variance ration of 10

inpi" SNR OdB 5dB lOdB 20dB noise-free

b C P C P C P C P C P

0.01 5.7 8.7 8.5 11.2 10,2 15.4 15.2 22 19.0 24

0.02 5.7 8.7 8.5 11.2 10.3 15,4 15.1 22 19.0 24

0.05 5.2 8.7 8.0 11.2 9.5 15.4 14.9 22 18.5 24

0.1 5.0 8.7 7.8 11.2 9.5 15.4 14.7 22 18.2 24

Table 2. SNR improvement of real speech segment /a/.

input SNR 
___ z__________

0 5 10 20 60 (dB)

conventional 5.8 8.2 11.2 16,5 20

proposed 8.5 10.2 14 21.5 23.8

are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. We could see 

that the proposed algorithm was not influenced 

by changing values of b and the variance ratios, 

whereas the conventional method was.

The excitation model we proposed is a generalized 

one, and Gaussian form can be derived with ease, 

[his algorithm can be extended to the case where 

more than two excitation source components con

sidered.

We developed a speech signal model on a 

two-mixture excitation source, and used the EM 

algorithm to estimate and enhance the speech 

parameters. Through computer experiments we 

showed the performance of the proposed algorithm. 

We could see that the proposed technique is better 

than the conventional method based on Gaussian 

assumption.
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